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Eight-Panel Screen 
This may have been a gift for someone’s 60th birthday.   

 
Front.  Divided into two main groups:  Family and Dragon (see Deconstructing the Dragon for more info). 
 

Family – Family life has always been extremely important to Chinese culture as 
Chinese lived in large family units.  As many as 100 or more relatives lived 
together under the rule of the oldest male.  The ideal was “five generations under 
one roof.”  However, those who lived this way were mainly families of rich rural 
landowners, wealthy merchants, and government officials.  Among the common 
people, most households consisted of only parents and children, but some 
included grandparents and uncles. 
 
Chinese families traditionally valued sons far more than daughters.  A husband 
could divorce his wife if she failed to give birth to sons.  In some cases, 
daughters were killed at birth because they were considered useless, for females  

could not continue the family name.  Only men were expected to work outside the home as wives stayed 
home to do housework, cook, and attend to the children. 
 
Relationships within families were extremely formal in Traditional China.  Family honor was emphasized 
greatly as members of the family, especially of the younger generation, were expected to “know their 
place” in society and to give the family name a good reputation.  Parents also expected their children to 
show unquestioning obedience.  A father could legally kill his children if they disobeyed him.  Marriages 
were arranged by parents, much of which were decided when the children were infants.  Most brides and 
grooms did not see or know each other until the wedding day. – Maggie Lee 
 
Back.  Looking at the lower panels, the focus is on the Orchid.  The Orchid is 
one of the four nobles which symbolize rarity, preciousness, and refinement.  
Its fragrance is so haunting and unique. 
 
The fragrance orchid is a symbol of the neglected scholar.  This rich symbolism 
of the orchid is built upon its natural qualities.  It grows in secluded woodland 
sites, its natural habitat being akin to Confucian and Daoist ideas, ideas that 
also relate to the life of the scholar.  
 
Orchids also symbolize moral virtue.   
 
All eight panels allude to the similar meaning in here, purity, righteousness, dignity and integrity, those 
characteristics scholars strive to emulate.  – Maggie Lee. 
 
Find the Eight-Panel Screen.  Pair up with a colleague and select a detail to study.  Describe 
what you see in the detail.  Take note of any symbols you may find and refer to the Glossary for their 
meaning.  Flip over the panel for additional information regarding your detail.  Then try to find it on the 
actual Eight-Panel Screen.     

Works of Art 
Workshop 
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Deconstructing the Dragon.  Find a dragon in the gallery (Eight-panel screen or Dragon box).  A 
dragon is a symbol for heaven and the emperor.  The dragon eventually became a symbol for imperial 
power and became the national flag during the latter part of the Qing Dynasty.  The dragon has nine 
physical resemblances.  Can you identify them on the image of a dragon below? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

deer antlers  
 

camel head 
 

devil eyes 
 

snake neck 
  

clam belly  
 

carp scales 
  

hawk talons 
 

tiger paws 
  

bull ears 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                Source:  http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bf/Dragon_chinois.jpg  

 
Rebus and Symbols of the Dragon.  Ancient Chinese Dragons are ultimate symbols of cosmic 
Chi (energy).  It is said to be the most potent symbol of good fortune in the Chinese pantheon of symbols.  
As one of the four creatures of the world’s directions, the Dragon stands for new beginnings.  The Dragon 
also has the power to release water to parched lands, and which in turn stands for abundance and relief.  
Continued success, high achievement, and prosperity are also listed among the Dragon’s arsenal of good 
qualities.  – Maggie Lee 
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Gallery Highlights – From the Museum to the Classroom 
  Look for the following objects and review the related activities to use in the classroom 
 
Fine Arts 

Hall Passes.  Find the Imperial passes created to move about the palace.  The two on the left are military 
passes (note they fit together so that the guard who has one, knew the bearer of the other one was allowed 
to go there).  Create similar hall passes for your classroom or perhaps all classrooms in the school.   

  
Language Arts 
 

Radical Rebuses.  Look at the Eight-Panel Screen.  Many of the 
messages on screen are rebuses or “visual puns.”  For example, the 
character for bat and the character happiness are different, but their 
pronunciation are the same.  It is for this reason bats are a symbol of 
happiness.  With that thought in mind, have students create these 
rebuses for their name.  Note:  there are some variations to this 
activity where one may also use letters in their rebus.                            
 
Traveling Adventures.  Look at the Imperial box with rope motif.  When 
people would travel, they would carry round pieces of jade and the “wish” is 
that they travel safely.  Since their robes do not have pockets, the carry the 
jade on a rope which is represented on the box.  Have students imagine they 
have this box and have them write stories about a real trip or a dream trip that 
they could put in this box. 

 
Mathematics 

 
Nine is for Emperors.  Look at the image for Imperial nine-peach jardinière.  
The number nine was synonymous with the emperor.  Find images with nine 
things on them and some more or less.  Students should count the things 
and then identify which objects would be for the emperor then. 

 
Science 
 

Enamel or Cloisonné Process.  Find the Table screen or Imperial seal vermillion 
box.  Learn more about the enamel process.  A contemporary version could be the 
sun-catcher glass kits.  When baking the sun-catchers, discuss at what temperature 
glass melts.  Also, talk about the history of enamels – when these works were 
created, they were fired in wood burning ovens.  How could they then control the 
temperature to bake the works at the correct temperature? 
 

 
 

Wood Test.  Look for the Imperial table screen.  Chinese artisans used different types 
of wood.  For example they would use zitan wood that is so dense it sinks in water.  
Develop some experiments to compare different types of wood and their properties. 

 
Social Studies 
 

Tales of a Timeline.  Using the Timeline from the FTP site, discuss some of the highlights from the 
Qing Dynasty.  Assign certain aspects of the timeline for further research.  Encourage students to 
incorporate some of the art works from the special exhibition into their report.   

  

 +         = Isaac 
 

 
Sample Rebus 


